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Abstract
Background: Accurate evaluation of the response to neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC) provides important information about systemic therapies for breast
cancer, which implies tumor biology, prognosis, and guide further therapy. Gene pro�les overcome many limitations observed with classic histopathological
variables but are complicated and expensive. Therefore, it is essential to develop a more accurate, repeatable, and economical evaluation approach for
neoadjuvant chemotherapy responses. 

Methods: We analyzed the transcriptional pro�les of chemo-resistant breast cancer cell lines and tumors of chemo-resistant breast cancer patients in the
GEO25066 dataset. We preliminarily screened out common signi�cantly differentially expressed genes and constructed a NAC response risk model using least
absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) regression and univariate and multivariate analyses. The differences in prognosis, clinical features, tumor
microenvironment components, and immune characteristics were compared between risk groups. The connectivity map (CMap) database was used to screen
potential drugs that could reverse chemotherapy resistance in breast cancer. 

Results: Thirty-six genes were commonly overexpressed or downregulated in both NAC chemo-resistant tumors and cells compared to the sensitive tumors
and wild-type cells. Through LASSO regression, we obtained a risk model composed of 12 genes. The risk model divided patients into high-risk and low-risk
groups. Univariate and multivariate Cox regression analyses indicated that the risk score can be used as an independent prognostic factor for evaluating NAC
response in breast cancer. Tumors in the high-risk and low-risk groups showed signi�cant differences in molecular biological characteristics, tumor-in�ltrating
lymphocytes, and immunosuppressive molecule expression. Our results showed that the risk score was also an independent prognostic factor for breast
cancer. Finally, we screened potential drugs that could reverse chemotherapy resistance in breast cancer. 

Conclusion: Our results suggest that the novel signature of 12 genes could be used to evaluate NAC response and predict prognosis in breast cancer.

Background
Breast cancer has become the cancer with the world's highest incidence rate [1]. Neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC) refers to systemic cytotoxic drug treatment
before surgery or radiotherapy, and is considered as the standard treatment for patients with locally advanced or inoperable breast cancer [2,3]. Accurate
evaluation of the response to neoadjuvant chemotherapy provides important information about tumor biology and prognosis and guides further therapy
[4,5,6]. In addition to clinical and pathological evaluation criteria, gene expression signatures have been developed to evaluate the response to NAC [7,8].
Different multi-gene expression signatures, such as genomic grade index (GGI), MammaPrint, and Oncotype DX, have been shown to outperform classic
histopathological variables and represents an important step toward personalizing breast cancer treatment [9,10,11]. In particular, gene pro�les overcome
many of the limitations observed in classic histopathologic variables [12]. 

GGI is a gene expression signature developed to better de�ne histologic grade assessment and evaluate the response to chemotherapy [7]. Surname et al.
evaluated the ability of GGI to predict the response to NAC was evaluated in 229 tumor samples collected before neoadjuvant chemotherapy with paclitaxel,
�uorouracil, doxorubicin, and cyclophosphamide (T/FAC). Chemotherapy responsiveness increased with higher GGI values. Better prognosis and higher
endocrine responsiveness were observed in the subgroup of patients with lower GGI values [13]. In the evaluation of GGI as a predictor of response, a more
precise method for evaluating pathologic response called residual cancer burden (RCB) was used as a comparator [14,15]. Unlike pathological evaluation, GGI
assessment tends to be reproducible. However, GGI involves too many genes (97 genes), resulting in high detection costs and di�culty in clinical promotion. 

In this study, we analyzed the transcriptional patterns of breast cancer cell lines and tumors of NAC-resistant patients evaluated by GGI and screened potential
genes associated with chemoresistance. Furthermore, we constructed a neoadjuvant chemotherapy response risk model and examined the evaluation
accuracy of the risk score for NAC response. We conducted molecular bioinformatics analysis of the genes that constitute the chemotherapy resistance risk
score and explored potential drugs to reverse breast cancer chemotherapy resistance. Finally, we examined the risk score for predicting the prognosis of breast
cancer. In summary, we have reported a novel signature to evaluate neoadjuvant chemotherapy response and predict prognosis in breast cancer and screened
out potential drugs to reverse chemotherapy resistance in breast cancer.

Methods

Cell Cultures and Chemo-resistant Cell Line Induction 
Human breast cancer cell lines MCF-7 (luminal breast cancer), SKBR3 (HER2+ breast cancer), and MDA-MB-231 (triple negative breast cancer) were purchased
from FuHeng Biology. All cell lines were authenticated using short tandem repeat analysis. MCF-7 cells were cultured in DMEM (Gibco, USA) supplemented
with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Gibco, USA), penicillin (100 U/mL, Gibco, USA), and streptomycin (100 μg/mL, Gibco, USA). SKBR3 cells were cultured in
McCoy’s 5A medium (McCoy's 5A, Gibco, USA) supplemented with 10% FBS, penicillin (100 U/mL, Gibco, USA), and streptomycin (100 μg/mL, Gibco, USA).
MDA-MB-231 cells were cultured in Leibovitz's L-15 medium with 10% FBS, penicillin (100 U/mL, Gibco, USA), and streptomycin (100 μg/mL, Gibco, USA). Cells
were incubated in a humidi�ed atmosphere containing 5% CO2 at 37 °C and were regularly checked for mycoplasma infection.

The epirubicin (EPI, s1223, Selleck, CHN) -resistant variants of MCF-7, SKBR3, and MDA-MB-231 cells were generated by pulse selection. Cells were exposed
to the respective maximal inhibitory concentration (IC90) values of EPI or docetaxel (DOC, s1148, Selleck) for 4 h, on-ce a week for 10 weeks, to obtain resistant
variants T47D/EPI, SKBR3/EPI, and MDA-MB-231/EPI [16,17]. The EPI-resistant breast cancer cells were washed with PBS, fully lysed with Trizol reagent
(15596026, Invitrogen, USA), and stored at - 80°C until use. 
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Cytotoxicity Assay 
Five thousand MCF-7, SKBR3, and MDA-MB-231 cells were seeded in each well of 96-well plates. After the cells adhered completely, gradient concentrations
EPI and DOC were added 72 h later, cells were stained with sterile methylthiazolyldiphenyl-tetrazolium bromide (MTT, C0009, Beyotime, CHN) in culture media
(1:10) for 2 h at 37 °C. The absorbance was measured at 570 nm [18, 19]. 

Five thousand MCF-7/EPI cells were seeded in each well of a 96-well plate. After the cells adhered completely, EPI (0.04 μM), DOC (0.01 μM), bambuterol (HY-
17501A, MCE, 0.04 μM), pravastatin (HY-B0165A, MCE, 0.37 μM), isocarboxazid (HY-13929, MCE, 10 μM), Imexon (HY-15385, MCE,0.125μM), temozolomide
(HY-17364, MCE, 0.12 μM), axitinib (HY-10065, MCE, 1.11 μM), semaxanib (s2845, Selleck) and crizotinib (HY-50878, MCE, 0.37 μM) were added 72 hours later
and cells were stained with sterile methylthiazolyldiphenyl-tetrazolium bromide (MTT, C0009, Beyotime, CHN) in culture media (1:10) for 2 h at 37 °C.
Absorbance was measured at 570 nm. The drug concentration was the same as the concentration used for the connectivity map (CMap) (https://clue.io/). 

RNA Preparation and RNA-seq 
Total RNA from MCF-7, SKBR3, MDA-MB-231, MCF-7/EPI, SKBR3/EPI, and MDA-MB-231/EPI was extracted using TRIzol reagent and treated with RNase-free
DNase I to remove genomic DNA contamination. Thereafter, RNA was assessed using a Nano Photometer® spectrophotometer (IMPLEN, CA, USA) and a
Qubit® 2.0 Fluorometer (Invitrogen, USA). The high-quality RNA samples were subsequently submitted to Sangon Biotech Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China).
Sequencing libraries were generated using the VAHTSTM mRNA-seq V2 Library Prep Kit (Illumina®, USA). Paired-end sequencing of the library was performed
using NovaSeq sequencers (Illumina, USA). Gene expression values of the transcripts were computed using the String Tie software (version 1.3.3b). 

Differential Gene Expression and Enrichment Analysis 
Breast cancer transcriptome and clinical data GSE25066 (n = 509) were downloaded from the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/). The transcriptome data included original data �les (CEL �les) and platform �les. The differential gene expression pro�les
of NAC-resistant- and -sensitive patients were analyzed using the R language package (limma 3.20.9). GO and KEGG pathway analysis were applied to
annotate the biological functions of DEGs by R language package (GOplot, kegg plot function R). Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) was performed to
investigate the functions correlated with different risk groups using GSEA 4.1.0 (http://www.gsea-msigdb.org/gsea/downloads) [20]. 

Diagnostic Model Construction and Validation 
After deleting the patient samples with missing data, there were 492 samples in the dataset. In total, 246 samples were randomly selected as the training set,
and the remaining 246 samples were used as the validation set. The “survival” R package was used to perform univariate Cox regression analysis of the
differentially expressed genes between clusters GGI-low and GGI-high, the “glmnet” R package was used for LASSO analysis [21], and the “survival” R package
was used for multivariate Cox regression analysis to establish a risk model. The risk score was obtained using the “predict” function in R software, and the
mathematical model of the risk score is as follows: Risk score = h0(t)∗exp(β1X1+ β2X2+…+βnXn), where n is the representative number of modeling genes; β
and X are the correlation coe�cient and expression level of model gene prediction, respectively; and h0(t) is derived from the “predict” function. The ROC curve
was drawn with the true positive rate (sensitivity) as the ordinate and the false positive rate (1-speci�city) as the abscissa to obtain the Jordan index
(sensitivity + speci�city-1). The boundary value or decision threshold corresponding to the maximum youden index is the best classi�cation boundary value;
that is, the Youden index criterion [22] was also applied in order to select the optimal cutoff.  

Bioinformatics Analysis 
To identify the protein–protein interactions, the Search Tool for the Retrieval of Interacting Genes/Proteins (STRING) was employed [24]. The R package
“survival” was used for univariate and multivariate analyses of the signature-based risk factor score, age, stage, ER, PR, HER2, and grade to NAC resistant to
prognosis [23]. The survival curves of nine hub genes and seven genes used for modeling were obtained from the Kaplan–Meier plotter
(http://kmplot.com/analysis) [25]. The CMap database was used to identify compounds that were negatively correlated with the input differential gene pro�le
after acting on MCF-7 cells [26,27]. 

Immune Cell In�ltration Analysis 
In the TIMER database, we explored the impact of mutations in the seven genes on the degree of in�ltration of eight immune cell types within the tumor
microenvironment (TME). Based on the GEO25066 database, we further analyzed the immune scores of 492 patients in the different risk groups. Next, we
used three analysis methods (CIBERSORT, QUANTISEQ, and XCELL) to determine the immune cell in�ltration status within the TME of patients in the TIMER2
database. [28].

The correlation between risk scores and various immunosuppressive molecules was graphically displayed using the online analysis tool hiplot. The R package
was used to analyze the correlation between the risk score and multiple treatment targets. 

Construction and Assessment of the Nomogram 
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We used the “rms” R package to build the nomogram and calibration chart. A calibration chart was used to evaluate the performance of the nomogram. 

Statistical Analysis  
GraphPad Prism 8.0 was used to draw various bar graphs. The data were reported as the mean ± SEM. In this study, analyses between the two groups were
performed using Student’s t-tests or Mann–Whitney U-tests. One-way analysis of variance was used to analyze the difference between multiple groups.
Categorical variables in different groups were analyzed used the chi-square test by SPSS22.0. Spearman’s test was used to analyze the correlation between
the two groups. Statistical signi�cance was described as follows: n.s., not signi�cant; *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; and ***P < 0.001.

Results

Screening of Hub Genes related to NAC resistance in Breast Cancer  
To explore the common mechanism that promotes chemoresistance in breast cancer, we generated EPI-resistant cell lines of different subtypes of breast
cancer, including MCF-7/EPI, SKBR3/EPI, and MDA-MB-231/EPI. The IC50 of EPI in resistant cells was seven times higher than that of parental wild-type (WT)
cells (Fig. 1A and Table 1). Furthermore, consistent with clinical experience, tumor chemoresistance showed characteristics of multidrug resistance in our
experiment. Breast cancer drug-resistant cells induced by EPI (a cytotoxic agent that inhibits RNA and DNA synthesis) are also resistant to DOC (a cytotoxic
agent that stabilizes the tubulin polymer bundles and therefore interferes with microtubular assembly and cell replication). We then compared the expression
pro�les of EPI-resistant cells with WT cells. Three hundred and two genes were commonly upregulated or downregulated at least 2-fold in MCF-7/EPI,
SKBR3/EPI, and MDA-MB-231/EPI compared to that in parental MCF-7, SKBR3, and MDA-MB-231 cells (Fig. 1B and C). In GO analysis, we analyzed the top 30
GO with the highest enrichment in cellular component (CC), biological process (BP), and molecular function (MF). Upregulated DEGs were widely distributed in
the intracellular, intracellular part, intracellular organelle, organelle, and nucleus of the breast cancer resistant cells, and were enriched in “regulation of cellular
metabolic process,” “negative regulation of cellular process” and “negative regulation of biological process.” The molecular functions of the upregulated DEGs
were “protein and transcription regulatory region DNA” and “RNA polymerase II proximal promoter sequence-speci�c DNA binding.” Different to upregulated
DEGs, downregulated DEGs were enriched in extracellular of the breast cancer resistant cells and were enriched in “cell adhesion” and “regulation of cell
motility” (Supplementary material 1). The results showed that slowing down the cell cycle and decreasing biological processes and metabolic abnormalities
are important mechanisms for the survival of chemo-resistant cells. In KEGG enrichment analysis, upregulated chemoresistance cell feature genes were
enriched in “DNA replication,” “HIF-1 signaling pathway,” “p53 signaling pathway, and “Pentose phosphate pathway.” Downregulated chemoresistance cell
feature genes were enriched in “Glutathione metabolism” and “Chemokine signaling pathway” (Supplementary material 1). The enrichment of these functions
suggested that breast cancer chemo-resistant cells may resist chemotherapy by slowing down the cell cycle and strengthening DNA repair and synthesis. In
order to more comprehensively characterize the biological characteristics of breast cancer drug resistance, we analyzed the hallmarks of breast cancer chemo-
resistant cells and tumor tissues of breast cancer chemo-resistant patients by GSEA. We found that E2F and MYC targets, mTORC1 signaling, P53 pathway
and KRAS signal gene sets were signi�cantly upregulated in breast cancer resistant cells (Supplementary material 1). This suggests that the chemoresistance
of breast cancer cells is closely related to the regulation of the cell cycle and apoptosis. 

We also introduced clinical data and transcriptome pro�les of breast cancer patients undergoing NAC using the GSE25066 database. According to the GGI
evaluation method, GSE25066 samples were divided into two groups: GGI-low (NAC resistance, n=157) and GGI-high (NAC sensitivity, n=335) (Fig. 1D).
Principal component analysis of gene expression showed that there was a signi�cant difference in gene expression between the two groups (Fig. 1E). There
were three hundred and forty-seven DEGs between the two groups. Thirty-six genes were commonly overexpressed or downregulated in both NAC chemo-
resistant tumors and cells compared to the sensitive tumors and WT cells (Fig. 1F and G). 

A Risk Model with NAC response was Constructed Based on GGI Lever 
To further explore the clinical value of the differentially expressed genes, we performed the LASSO regression model based on the expression and prognosis
data of 246 breast cancer patients who received NAC from the GSE25066 training set (Fig. 2A and B). We obtained two gene sets: 1se (containing 12 genes)
and min (containing 18 genes). The ROC analysis showed that the 1se set (AUC=0.97) and min set (AUC=0.98) of characteristic genes both have good
diagnostic values for evaluating the resistance of breast cancer to neoadjuvant chemotherapy (Fig. 2C). Considering the cost of patient detection, we chose
the 1se set: HJURP, IFI27, RAD51AP1, EZH2, DNMT3B, SLC7A5, DBF4, USP18, ELOVL5, PTGER3, KIAA1324, and CYBRD1 (all 12 genes mentioned below refer to
these 12 genes). The results of the validation set analysis were consistent with those of the training set. (Supplementary material 2). The complete names of
the 12 genes and their main functions are listed in Table 2. The mathematical model of the risk score was as follows: Risk score =h0(t)×exp
(HJURP0.0887787219+IFI27×0.0047893433+
RAD51AP1×0.0554382065+EZH2×0.0351434032+DNMT3B×0.0301466701+SLC7A5×0.0511106486+DBF4×0.0100252843-USP18×0.0251921906-
ELOVL5×0.0158776302-PTGER3×0.0116989697-KIAA1324×0.0002110923- CYBRD1×0.0062603332). The cutoff risk score was 0.51 (Fig. 2D). Univariate and
multivariate analyses also indicated that the signature-based risk factor score was a good prognostic indicator (Fig. 2E and F).  

Characteristics of Tumor Cells and Tumor Microenvironment in High-risk Patients 
To explore the internal and external factors of breast cancer cell NAC resistance, we analyzed the gene expression characteristics and tumor microenvironment
of NAC-resistant cancer cells. According to the GSE25066 gene expression pro�le, the positive genes of risk score (HJURP, IFI27, RAD51AP1, EZH2, DNMT3B,
SLC7A5, DBF4, USP18, and ELOVL5) were negatively correlated with the expression of negative genes (PTGER3, KIAA1324, and CYBRD1) (Fig. 3A). Utilizing the
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HitPredict database, we searched for interaction partners of their protein products, which were displayed in the protein interaction network diagram (Fig. 3B).
We then performed GO and KEGG enrichment analyses of these genes. GO enrichment analysis indicated that 12 genes promote breast cancer resistance to
NAC by upregulating DNA repair and metabolism-related pathways and downregulating some membrane receptor signaling mechanisms (Fig. 3C and Table
3). Furthermore, KEGG pathway enrichment analysis also revealed that the G protein-coupled receptor signaling pathway and transition metal ion transport
were enriched by these genes (Table 3). The chord plot showed that 12 genes had complex interactions with the enriched GO pathway (Fig. 3D). For example,
EZH2 and DNMT3B are involved in transferase activity (GO0016740) and negative regulation of gene expression (GO0045892 and GO0045814). DNMT3B,
DBF4, and CYBRD1 jointly regulate metal ion binding (GO0046872). The above results suggest that these 12 genes cause drug-resistant cells in dormant cells
to resist the killing effect of chemotherapeutic drugs by increasing DNA repair, reducing cell macromolecule synthesis, and cell metabolism. We also analyzed
the correlation between the risk score and some known molecules associated with chemotherapy resistance in breast cancer. The risk score was signi�cantly
positively correlated with genes related to cell cycle regulation, DNA repair, transport, and e�ux (Fig. 3E). 

Tumor-in�ltrating lymphocytes are critical components of the tumor microenvironment and are important external factors of chemotherapy resistance
[29,30,31]. Therefore, we analyzed the difference in the proportion of tumor-in�ltrating lymphocytes between the high-risk and low-risk groups. Compared with
the low-risk group, the high-risk group recruited more CD4, CD8, and NK cells (Fig. 3F and G). Interestingly, we found that there were more tumor-in�ltrating
cells in the high-risk group, but the survival rate was signi�cantly lower than that in the low-risk group (Fig. 2). We further explored the correlation between the
risk score and immunosuppressive molecules in the GSE25066 dataset. The risk score was positively correlated with many immunosuppressive molecules,
such as CTLA4, LAG3, ICOS, IDO1, and ADORA2A (Fig. 3H). The above results indicate that a large number of tumor-in�ltrating cells in the high-risk group are
depleted, which may lead to the failure of NAC for breast cancer and the lower survival rate of patients. 

Evaluation of Risk Score on Prognosis of Overall Breast Cancer 
To con�rm whether the risk score for evaluating NAC resistance can predict the prognosis of breast cancer, we conducted the following study. According to
TCGA BRCA data, the expression of the positive genes of risk score (HJURP, IFI27, RAD51AP1, EZH2, DNMT3B, SLC7A5, DBF4, USP18, and ELOVL5) in tumors
was higher than that in normal and tumor-adjacent tissues. The expression of the negative genes (PTGER3, KIAA1324, and CYBRD1) in tumors was lower than
that in normal and tumor-adjacent tissues (Supplementary materiale 3). We also found that high expression of all the positive genes and low expression of all
negative genes were associated with poor prognosis of breast cancer (Supplementary material 3). The above results suggest that the risk score composed of
these 12 genes may also serve as a prognostic factor for breast cancer. The expression heatmap showed that RAD51AP1, EZH2, DNMT3B, SLC7A5, DBF4, and
USP18 were highly expressed in the high-risk group, whereas ELOVL5, PTGER3, KIAA1324, and CYBRD1 were expressed at low levels in the high-risk group
(Fig. 4A). Survival status and risk score showed the distribution of patients into different risk groups (Fig. 4B). Kaplan–Meier survival analysis showed that
patients in the high-risk group had a worse prognosis than those in the low-risk group (Fig. 4C). To facilitate clinical application, we constructed a nomogram
based on data from the GSE25066 database in order to predict patient survival probability by weighing age, ER, PR, HER2, grade, stage, lymph nodes, tumor,
and the signature-based risk score (Fig. 4D and Supplementary material 3). The above results suggest that the novel signature of the 12 genes can not only
evaluate NAC response but also predict prognosis in breast cancer. 

Compound Screening for Reversing Breast Cancer Resistance  
We further explored other potential drugs that could be used for the treatment of patients in the high-risk group. We compared the transcriptome data of
samples from the high- and low-risk groups. Under the conditions of FoldChange >1, 169 genes were upregulated, and 92 genes were downregulated in the
high-risk group in GSE25066. Differentially expressed genes were imported into the CMap database and the top 30 potential drugs that could be used to treat
high-risk patients were screened (Fig. 5A). The top three compounds are bambuterol (bronchodilators) [32], pravastatin (lipid-lowering agents) [33], and
isocarboxazid (antidepressant, a non-selective and irreversible inhibitor of monoamine oxidase) [34]. It is noteworthy that there were �ve anticancer drugs
among the candidate compounds. They are imexon (alkylating agents) [35], temozolomide (alkylating agents) [36], axitinib (inhibition of tumor growth and
phosphorylation of VEGFR-2) [37], semaxanib (VEGFR (Flk-1/KDR) inhibitor) [38] and crizotinib (ATP competitive multi-target protein kinase inhibitor that
inhibits met/ALK/ROS) [39]. Furthermore, we used the previously induced chemo-resistant cell line MCF7/EPI to verify the function of the selected candidate
drugs to reverse chemoresistance. Here, we selected the top three compounds (bambuterol, pravastatin, and isocarboxazid) and �ve antitumor drugs (imexon,
temozolomide, axitinib, semaxanib, and crizotinib) as candidate compounds for veri�cation. Pravastatin, isocarboxazid, imexon, axitinib, and crizotinib had
signi�cant cytotoxic effects on MCF7/EPI cells (Fig. 5B). We also observed the morphology of cells in each group after 72 h of drug treatment. Cells treated
with pravastatin, isocarboxazid, temozolomide, crizotinib, and �acitabine were swollen, had many protrusions, and tended to die (Fig. 5C). Finally, we detected
the apoptosis level of cells in each group using a TUNEL apoptosis detection kit. This is consistent with the previous results that groups treated with
pravastatin, isocarboxazid, imexon, axitinib, and crizotinib displayed numerous dead cells (Fig. 5D). This suggests that pravastatin, isocarboxazid, imexon,
axitinib, and crizotinib could inhibit or kill chemo-resistant cells.

Discussion
In this study, we constructed a NAC response risk model based on GGI and obtained a novel signature of twelve different genes to evaluate NAC response and
predict prognosis in breast cancer. Through bioinformatic analysis of the 12 genes, we found that breast cancer NAC-resistant cells have powerful survival
strategies, such as cell cycle regulation, DNA repair, transport, and e�ux. TME analysis showed that there were a large number of exhausted tumor-in�ltrating
lymphocytes (TILs) in the tumor tissues of patients in the high-risk group. These results indicate possible strategies to reverse breast cancer resistance.
Another important result of this study is that we screened out potential drugs targeting the gene expression characteristics of patients in the high-risk group
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through CMap. We further veri�ed the cytotoxic effects of these drug candidates in the self-induced breast cancer chemoresistance cell line MCF7/EPI.
According to the cytotoxicity assays, ravastatin, isocarboxazid, imexon, axitinib, and crizotinib may be potential drugs to inhibit or kill chemo-resistant cells. 

Bioinformatics analysis suggested that these 12 genes promote breast cancer resistance to NAC by upregulating DNA repair, metabolism-related pathways,
and downregulating some membrane receptor signaling mechanisms. Based on these characteristics, we found that the neoadjuvant chemotherapy-resistant
cells in breast cancer are in a dormant state and there is increasing evidence that non-genetic processes drive drug tolerance, presenting a major hurdle to
successful cancer therapy [40,41]. Drug-tolerant persister (DTP) cells are emerging as key players in the �eld of non-genetic heterogeneity of tumors and have
been identi�ed across a wide range of tumors in response to chemotherapy and targeted agents [42,43,44,45]. Therefore, DTPs represent a potential
therapeutic opportunity prior to the development of classic irreversible genetic mutation-driven drug resistance. Here, the 12 genes may be a potential target
for reversing the drug resistance of tumor cells by breaking the "cold state" of drug-resistant cells. This hypothesis can be veri�ed by knocking out or
overexpressing these 12 genes. 

An increasing number of studies have con�rmed that in addition to the internal factors of tumor cells, the tumor microenvironment also plays a key role in
tumor drug resistance [29,30,31]. Among them, TILs are widely recognized as one of the most promising targets for reversing tumor drug resistance. Our
results showed that there were a large number of TILs (such as CD8+ T cells, CD4+, and NK cells) in the high-risk group which were exhausted. This also
explains why patients in the high-risk group have a poor prognosis despite abundant immune cell in�ltration. Such patients may bene�t from adoptive cellular
immunotherapy. A clinical trial reported a patient with breast cancer who still had extensive metastases after surgery, chemotherapy, and targeted therapy.
After 22 months of treatment with TILs, the tumor completely disappeared, and the patient survived [46]. Our results also showed that the tumors of patients in
the high-risk group highly expressed immunosuppressive molecules such as CTLA4, LAG3, ICOS, IDO1, and ADORA2A. Thus, CTLA4 immunosuppressants
may contribute to further treatment of these patients. 

The results of cytotoxicity assays showed that pravastatin, isocarboxazid, imexon, axitinib, and crizotinib, as selected candidate drugs based on CMap, have
signi�cant cytotoxic effects on MCF7/EPI. Although imexons, axitinib, and crizotinib are known antitumor drugs, their effect on chemo-resistant tumors have
not yet been reported. Pavastatin and isocarboxazid A and B were originally used to treat hyperlipidemia and depression, but their signi�cant killing effect on
drug-resistant cells suggests that these two drugs may have other mechanisms of action to inhibit tumors. The antitumor activity of these drugs needs to be
further con�rmed by in vivo and in vitro trials.

Conclusion
Our results suggest a novel signature of the 12-gene to evaluate neoadjuvant chemotherapy response and predict prognosis in breast cancer.
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Tables

Table 1

 EPI IC50 values in breast cancer cell lines and their chemoresistant variants (n=3)  

IC50 values (ng/mL) WT EPI resistance Fold

MCF-7 25.37±1.93 235.93±6.27 9.30 

SKBR3 15.66±0.86 120.27±3.24 7.68 

MDA-MB-231 12.53±0.42 171.26±3.73 13.67 

Results are expressed as Mean ±S.D. and represent the average of three independent experiments. Fold resistance of each variant is shown in bold and
represents the IC50 value of the variants divided by the IC50 value of the WT cells for each particular drug tested. *Indicates signi�cance (P<0.05).

Table 2

 The function of the twelve genes 

Gene Full name Function   summary 

HJURP Holliday junction recognition protein  a Protein Coding gene related to Cell Cycle, Mitotic and Chromatin Regulation / Acetylation

IFI27 interferon alpha inducible protein 27
like 2 

 a Protein Coding gene related to RNA polymerase II activating transcription factor binding and
lamin binding. 

RAD51AP1 RAD51 associated protein 1  a Protein Coding gene related to RNA binding and single-stranded DNA binding

EZH2 enhancer of zeste 2 polycomb
repressive complex 2 subunit 

The protein encoded by this gene is a member of the Polycomb-group (PcG) family

DNMT3B DNA methyltransferase 3 beta  The protein encoded by this gene is a DNA methyltransferase which is thought to function in de
novo methylation, rather than maintenance methylation. 

SLC7A5 solute carrier family 7 member 5   a protein Coding gene related to t peptide antigen binding and antiporter activity

DBF4 DBF4 zinc �nger   a Protein Coding gene related to nucleic acid binding and enzyme activator activity

USP18 ubiquitin speci�c peptidase 18  The protein encoded by this gene belongs to the ubiquitin-speci�c proteases (UBP) family of
enzymes that cleave ubiquitin from ubiquitinated protein substrates.

ELOVL5 ELOVL Fatty Acid Elongase 5 This gene belongs to the ELO family and  involved in the elongation of long-chain polyunsaturated
fatty acids

PTGER3 Prostaglandin E Receptor 3  The protein encoded by this gene is a member of the G-protein coupled receptor family

KIAA1324 estrogen-induced gene 121 estrogen-induced gene 

CYBRD1 Cytochrome B Reductase 1  a member of the cytochrome b(561) family that encodes an iron-regulated protein
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Gene
name

GO

HJURP GO:0005515;GO:0005694;GO:0003677;GO:0005739;GO:0005829;GO:0005730;GO:0005634;GO:0007049;GO:0042393;GO:0042802;GO:000705

IFI27 GO:0016021;GO:0016020;GO:0060135;GO:0034097;GO:0032355

RAD51AP1 GO:0006281;GO:0003723;GO:0005634;GO:0003690;GO:0003697;GO:0005515;GO:0003677;GO:0006974;GO:0006310;GO:0005654;GO:001056

EZH2 GO:0018024;GO:0034968;GO:0048511;GO:0005515;GO:0000790;GO:0016569;GO:0031490;GO:0006355;GO:0006351;GO:0032259;GO:001674

DNMT3B GO:0005737;GO:0005634;GO:0071549;GO:0071455;GO:0045892;GO:0045666;GO:0042493;GO:0042220;GO:0033189;GO:0032355;GO:003100

SLC7A5 GO:0005886;GO:0005829;GO:0016020;GO:0043231;GO:0016021;GO:0015171;GO:0003333;GO:0015807;GO:0015179;GO:1902475;GO:000573

DBF4 GO:0005515;GO:0043085;GO:0005634;GO:0046872;GO:0008270;GO:0003676;GO:0007049;GO:0006260;GO:0005654;GO:0000082;GO:000804

USP18 GO:0006508;GO:0008234;GO:0008233;GO:0005515;GO:0016787;GO:0016579;GO:0005829;GO:0005737;GO:0005634;GO:0036459;GO:000651

ELOVL5 GO:0005783;GO:0042761;GO:0034626;GO:0019367;GO:0006633;GO:0006631;GO:0102338;GO:0102337;GO:0102336;GO:0009922;GO:000662

PTGER3 GO:0007165;GO:0004871;GO:0005886;GO:0007186;GO:0004930;GO:0016021;GO:0016020;GO:0004955;GO:0004957;GO:0005887;GO:000563

KIAA1324 GO:0005886;GO:0005765;GO:0005794;GO:0016021;GO:0016020;GO:0003723;GO:0006914;GO:0005764;GO:0005768;GO:0031902;GO:007006

CYBRD1 GO:0005515;GO:0055114;GO:0016491;GO:0046872;GO:0016021;GO:0016020;GO:0005886;GO:0070062;GO:0000293;GO:0010039;GO:003152

 

Table 4

  Bioactivity of candidate drugs 

Drug Bioactivity

bambuterol Bambuterol hydrochloride ((±)-Bambuterol hydrochloride; KWD-2183 hydrochloride) is a long acting beta-adrenoceptor agonist (LABA)
used in the treatment of asthma; it also is a prodrug of terbutaline.

pravastatin a competitive HMG-CoA reductase inhibitor against sterol synthesis 

isocarboxazid a non-selective and irreversible inhibitor of monoamine oxidase

imexon an iminopyrrolidone aziridine with anti-cancer activity.

temozolomide an oral active DNA alkylating agent and a proautophagic and proapoptotic agent,which against tumor cells that are characterized by low
levels of O6-alkylguanine DNA alkyltransferase (OGAT) and a functional mismatch repair system. 

axitinib a multi-targeted tyrosine kinase inhibitor for VEGFR1, VEGFR2, VEGFR3 and PDGFRβ, respectively.

semaxanib Selective VEGFR (Flk-1/KDR) inhibitor

crizotinib an ATP-competitive ALK, c-Met and ROS1 inhibitor, which has effective tumor growth inhibition
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Figures

Figure 1

Visualization of genes differentially expressed in breast cancer chemoresistance cell. A, Drug toxicity of EPI and DOC to resistant cells. Data are presented as
mean ± SD (P < 0.001). B, Heatmaps of DEGs in EPI-resistance cells. C, Over-lapping DEGs that were up/downregulated over 2-folds among EPI-resistance
cells lines. D, Heat map of DEGs that were up/downregulated over 1-fold among breast cancer chemotherapy-resistant (n = 157) and sensitive patients (n = 
335). E, Principal component comparison of gene expression in breast cancer chemotherapy-resistant and sensitive patients. F, Over-lapping DEGs among EPI-
resistance cells lines and tumor of chemotherapy-resistant patients. 
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Figure 2

Risk model with neoadjuvant chemotherapy response constructed based on GGI lever between the two clusters. A, B, LASSO regression prognostic model of
breast cancer patients treated with neoadjuvant chemotherapy (n=246). C, Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis of the risk score in breast cancer
patients treated with neoadjuvant chemotherapy. D, Cut-point of the risk score in breast cancer patients treated with neoadjuvant chemotherapy. E, F,
Univariate and multivariate analysis of the twelve-gene neoadjuvant chemotherapy response risk model. All data are from the randomly selected training set in
GSE25066 dataset. Signi�cant difference between the two groups were: *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; and ***P < 0.001.
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Figure 3

Characteristics of tumor cells and tumor microenvironment in high-risk patients. A, The correlation analysis of the expression of 12 genes. B, Protein network
interaction map for 12 genes based on the HitPredict database. C, GO enrichment analysis of the 12 genes (P < 0.01). D, Chord plot of interaction between
twelve genes and GO enrichment terms (P < 0.01). E, The correlation analysis of risk score and gene expression in breast cancer resistance-related pathways.
F, G, The difference analysis of TIL levels between high and low-risk group. H, Heat map of the correlation between risk score and the expression of multiple
immunosuppressive regulatory molecules.
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Figure 4

12-genes to predicts prognosis in breast cancer. A, The expression heatmap of 12 genes in patients in different risk groups (high-risk n=157, low-risk n=335). B,
Survival time, survival status, and risk score of patients in different risk groups (high-risk, n=157; low-risk, n=335). C, Kaplan–Meier survival analysis of the
different patient risk groups (high-risk n=157, low-risk n=335, P < 0.001). D, A nomogram for clinical diagnosis was constructed based on clinical
characteristics and risk scores.
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Figure 5

Screening potential drugs for the treatment of high-risk patients. A, The Connectivity Map (CMap) database was used to screen potential drugs for the
treatment of high-risk patients. The three best drug candidates are in the green box, and the known anticancer drugs in the TOP30 are in the red box. B,
Cytotoxic effects of preferred drug candidates on MCF-7/EPI after 72 h of drug treatment. Data are presented as mean ± SD. Signi�cant difference between
the two groups: *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; and ***P < 0.001. C, The morphology of cells in each group after 72 h of drug treatment. D, The apoptosis level of cells in
each group after 72 h of drug treatment.
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